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This paper is based on a simple question: "As

generations age, do they retain a fundamental set of

values learned during their early years, or as they age

do they adopt the values of the preceding generation?"

Answering the question will allow us to more accurately

predict how the American character May be altered by

future generations.

The paper is divided into two sections. Section I

reviews examples of demonstrated behavior by age group

in both the consumer and social sectors. Section II

uses the examples to discuss thejr possible effect on

the American character in the future. Section II also

includes thoughts on how generation aging May affect

racial prejudice in the future.

Generation Separation -- It is My conclusion that

different generations have different value bases and

May react differently to similar situations. Probably

the most succinct descriptions of the effect of

generation differerlces were from an article titled "How

to Think about Age" in American Demographics magazine:

"As a generation gets older, its members

carry with them habits and values they

established earlier."

"People's membership in a birth cohort or

generation affects consumption because

values and habits are conditioned by

experience." [lJ

While there may be several generations within a society
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at any given time, based on demonstrated patterns of

behavior as well as some personal observations, there

appear to be two distinct blocks in the US today

those born before World War II <pre-WWII) and those

born after WWII <post-WWII).

Why the split between pre- and post-WWII? The

major differences separating the blooks probably

resulted from the pre-WWII generation being profoundly

affected by the Great Depression and the direct

involvement with and/or disruption associated with

WWII. (See Appendix for a personal story.>

Those born after WWII have experienced neither a

major long-lasting economic dislocation nor a war that

caused the same level of disruption and hardship as did

WWII. Most of those born during WWII have probably

adopted the post WWII attitudes.

Until the early 19~0's when the post-WWII

generation entered college, behavior had not been

radically different from previous generations.

However, the widespread experimentation with drugs

among college students and the open attitudes toward

sex changed the reference points for all post-WWII

generations.

The early and mid-1960's may emerge as another key

separation point between generations. For someone born

before 1960, drug use and greater sexual freedom were

changes Trom previous behavior. To someone born after

1960, this behavior existed whether or not it was

personally condoned.
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pemonstrated Behavior -- Buying Patterns in the

Automobile Industry -- Sales pre~erences in th.

automobile industry demonstrate A remArkable split

between pre- and post-WWII buyers. As shown in th.

chart below, during the 1987 Model YeAr (Oct 86-Sep 87)

the market share of imports among post-WWII buyers

C(45yrsJ was 44~, more than two times as high .s among

pre-WWII buyers [L4Syrsl.

The same general sales pattern between pre- and

post-WWII buyers existed 10 years ago. For the 1977
Model Year, the market share of imports cars among

post-WWII bUYers [)35yrs] was 32~ compared to only 13~

~or pre-WWII buyers [~35yrs], a similar relAtionship o~

more than two times. [2]
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Over the last decade, why did the pre£erences £or both

imports and domestics remain relatively constant by

pre- and post-WWII generations despite dramatic shi£ts

in the exchange rate, improvements in £uel economy and

styling changes? Part o£ the reason appears to be

dif£erences in expectations between generations.

Although many post-WWII buyers originally bought

an import £or their £irst new car because o£ price and

the need £or higher mileage, many were pleasantly

surprised by the superior quality, dependability and

handling compared to typical American cars. Besides

the imported cars worked without constant trips to the

repair garage.

The longer the post-WWII buyers owned these cars,

the higher their expectations about what constituted

satisfactory ownership. These consumers were less

willing to accept lower quality standards £or their new

cars. Since a new car represents a high percentage o£

discretionary income, buyers want to minimize the risk

o£ £ailure by selecting £rom known brands.

import minimized the risk o£ £ailure.

During the 1970's and 1980's the Japanese in

Buying an

general built a reputation £or quality manu£acturing.

In a 1977 Consumer Reports auto issue recommending good

used cars among 1972-1976 models, Japanese brands

were the overwhelming choice £or small and mid-sized

cars. [3] In the 1987 Consumer Reports auto issue,

the Japanese were the highest rated £or quality. [4]
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Throughout this period consumers have responded by

buying Japanese autos in general although they may have

switched among different Japanese brand names. For

1987, for example, Japanese name plates accounted for

25" of a 11 cars sol din the US. [5]

During this last decade many pre-WWII buyers have

been satisfied with the improvements in quality,

handling and fuel economy of domestic cars even though

the domestic cars are generally inferior in many

attributes when compared directly to the

import s. [6] The fact that both groups have been

satisfied can be explained by looking at the base from

which each group makes comparisons.

Many pre-WWII buyers were first exposed to cars

built in the 1920's and 1930s. These cars were

mechanically simple but unreliable by even early

post-WWII standards. Thus, for the pre-WWII buyers,

5000 mile oil changes, 30,000 mile tires, air

conditioning, power windows, steering, and brakes are

major improvements compared to the cars they first

owrled or drove.

Moreover, for the pre-WWII group, the status of

cars was promoted in advertising by the manufacturers

as a function of length, number of cylinders, opulence

of interiors and softness of ride. Ironically, several

of these criteria are minimized by current European

luxury sedans which have the greatest appeal to the

post-WWII group.



The auto industry is not unique in having buyer

groups with di~~erent re~erence points. Early tv

buyers -- many born a~ter WWII -- remember tubes, the

corner drug store and rabbit ears. Tv, however, ~or

many people under age 25, implies as standard,

electronic tuning and cable. Some other obvious

examples of di~ferences in reference points include

home appliances, communications and airlines and

rai lroads.

Marriage Rates

A non-commercial example of di~ferent behavior by

generation is marriage rates. American Demographics in

an art icle titled "How to ThiYlk about Age" indicates

that:

"If two generations -- or cohorts -- act

differently when they reach the same life

stage, then at least some of the dif~erence

may be attributed to their cohort

membership." [7J

As shown on the following page, between 1960 and 19B0,

the percent of married women aged 20-24 dropped from

nearly 70~ to under 44~, a decline of more than 1/3.

For women aged 25-29 the percent married dropped from

B6~ in 1960 to 69% in 1980, a relative decline of more

than 20~. [8J
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MARITAL STATUS by AGE GROUP & COHORT
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Political Behavior

Probably the most pronounced recent example o£ the

di££erences in accepted behavior between the pre- and

post-WWII generations is the reaction to the nomination

o£ Judge Douglas Ginsburg to the Supreme Court.

Although a number o£ post-WWII people have been elected

to Congress or as governors, until Judge Ginsburg, none

had been a serious candidate £or the highest positions

branches.

in the national Legislative, Executive or Judicial

Judge Ginsburg was forced to resign a£ter

disclosing he had occasionally smoked marijuana as a

student and in his early years as a pro£essor at

Harvard Law School. [9] For most who were in college
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in the 1950~s and therea~ter, such behavior, within

reason, seems per~ectly normal. In a recent article on

the Op-Ed page o~ The New York Times titled "Give the

1'351~Ps Generat ion a Break," the authors stated that:

"As a consequence, what serious 40-year-old

public ~igure -- or journalist, doctor,

lawyer, pro~essor, ~ilm maker and corporate

executive -- doesn't have behind him or her

at least some ~amiliarity with nonalcoholic

drugs, unorthodox sex, cohabitation,

abortion, divorce, and political

demonstration?" [10J

Implications o~ Generation Di~~erences Commercial

Given the differences in experiences and

perspectives between generations, what are the

impl icat iClns? Probably the easiest to predict is the

commercial sector -- purchases o~ goods and services.

For many older companies, the di~~erences in

re~erence points present a marketing dilemma. If the

brand is well established and geared to appeal to the

pre-WWII buyer, it may not appeal to the post-WWII

group.

Until recently many manufacturers could ignor~ the

post-WWII generation because the pool of pre-WWII

buyers was so large. However, within the last decade

many pre-WWII buyers have retired and signi~icantly

reduced or changed the mix of expenditures.
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Th. Auto industry and particularly the Buick,

OldsMobile And Cadillac Divisions o~ GM ~ace an
extraordinary problem in maintaining m~rket share and

prof"itabi Iity. For example, as buyers age, i~ Buick

were to retain the same percentage by cohort a. they

did in 1987, by 1997 market share would decline another

25~ to about ~~ o~ all cars Bold in the US.

Conversely, i~ Honda retained the same percentage by

cohort, market share would increasa ne~rly 10~ to

almost 10~ o~ .11 cars Bold in the us.
Although among pre-WWII buyers, "buy American- is

o~ten cited a. a reason ~or considering domestic cars,

~or many post-WWII buyers, Honda may be considermd an

American car. [111 For most o~ their lives, Honda has
been available in the US and is assembled in Ohio.
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Given the general retention of attitudes over time

by generations, manufacturers face a major financial

risk of not changing the product to the newer buyer

groups. Recall the earlier example of marriage rates

by age group. If a chain of bridal stores had assumed

that 20-24 year-olds in 1980 would marry at the same

rate as 1970, they would have grossly overestimated the

market.

Implications of Generation Differences -- Entitlements

While the commercial market will automatically

adjust to change~ in behavior -- the companies which do

recognize differences will stay in business, those

which do not will fail the issue of entitlements may

cause a severe split between generations.

As part of the deficit reduction Congress is

considering reducing certain entitlements, especially

Social Security. [13J Although a reduction in Social

Security [SSJ benefits is unlikely for 1987, the mere

discussion of a reduction could build a ground swell of

support among the pre-WWII generation to maintain

benefi ts.

Recently Representative Jack Kemp suggested that

any candidate fiddling with the Social Security system

is also a "candidate for a frontal lobotomy." [14]

Among the array of candidates, only Pat Robertson and

Governor Pete DuPont are even discussing altering the

system.
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Over the years retir&es have been lead to believe

that SS and veteran. bene~its were their right even

though the dollar bene~it. received ~ar outweighed any

People retiring today,contribution by the retirees.

claims Mr. Robert M. Ball, a ~ormer Social Security

administrator, recover the cash contributions they made

to SS in two to two and one-hal~ years. [15]

Unlike private pension funds, SS benefits for

retirees are funded by contributions of those currently

employed. Note on the ~ollowing chart the relatively

small fund balance compared to annual contributions.

At calendar year-end 1985, ~or example, the fund

Annualbalance was $36b, roughly the same as 1970.

contributions during the same period increased from

$32b to .179b, an increase o~ more than 450~. [16].

SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS & ASSETS
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As the number of retirees increases and the

benefit payments, contributions by those currently must

al so irlcrease. The clash between generations will

intensify as the post-WWII generation has to fund the

higher benefits by contributing an ever increasing

percentage of their discretionary income to SS.

While increased funding per se will not

necessarily increase discord between generations, the

prospect of future lower standards of living could.

In a survey conducted by the National Life Insurance

Association and summarized in American

Demograph ics magaz irle, baby boomers, unl ike previous

generations, are less optimistic that either their

children or grand children will exceed their standard

of living. [17] The higher the percentage contribution

to SS, the more likely could be the backlash.

Over the last decade contributions to S8 have

increased dramatically. In 1978, annual contributions

per worker were just over $1000 annually. By 1983

annual contributions had increased to nearly $2500.

For 1988 contributions per employee will be more than

$3300, an increase of more than 200~ in 10 years. [18]

[See chart p. 13]

Americans for Generation Equality, a group of

mostly post-WWII people concerned about their future

has projected that by the year 2030, roughly the same
.

time period into the future that S8 has existed,

"combined S8 and ME~dicare costs could rise to 33~ of

total payrolls" of all workers irJ this courltry. [1'3J
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There is even some question whether the elderly,

in general, need more support than they are receiving.

According to an August 1986 American Demographics

article titled "The Changing Fortunes of the Young and

Old", poverty rates for elders have Fallen sharply over

the last two decades. During the same two decades

support for child poverty has fallen. [20l.

To properly evaluate economic status, the Authors

suggest nominal income should be compared to real needs

-- younger Families with children need more nominal

income because of'higher non-discretionary expenditures
compared to older families. Using this measurement, by

the early 1980s, the elderly had not only surpassed

families with children in their average economic

status, but also in their stability o~ incomes.
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Social Security has played an important and

growing role in the well-being of the elderly. As

these data become more well known to the post-WWII

generation and iF that generation continues to believe

its children and grand children will be less well oFF,

resistance for Funding additional SS beneFits is likely

to increase. The mere Fact that an American For

Generation Equality gy~UP has evolved is an indication

of developing unrest among the post-WWII group.

Implications of Generation Differences
Qualifications for Public Office

Compounding the potential generation split associated

with funding entitlements is the perceived
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quali£ications £or political office. Wh ilei tis too

early to determine if the current level o£ detailed

scrutiny o£ candidates will continue, £uture candidates

will most likely be thoroughly reviewed.

standard of per£ormance for public o££ice is

established, whether or not indisputably valid,

lowering the standard may prove di££icult.

Deciding on the level of acceptable performance is

where the generations might clash. Even though the

pre-WWII and post-WWII generations share such values as

hard work, strong family and religious ties and respect

for authority, the post-WWII group has increased

•••••acceptarlce of non-traditiorlal ideas in other areas

-- a tolerance for changing sexual mores and a desire

for less materialism.·' [21]

The current level of scrutiny has caused worry

among some highly qualified college students who aspire

to political office. In a recent article £rom The New

York Times titled "Candidate Scrutiny Giving Next

Generation Pause" students spoke of such concerns as

smoking marijuana or losing their virginity before

marriage. [22]

Although the students generally agreed that both

the withdrawal of Senators Hart and Biden from the

Presidential race was justified based on errors in

judgment, many students thought the controversy over

Judge Ginsburg was "trivial." In this same article a
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more seasoned politician implied that continued detailed

scrutiny could result in "limiting our selection to

only the straight laced and the goody two-shoes."

While I agree with many who believe that the

pendulum has swung too rar toward detailed scrutiny, it

is extremely dirricult to image how the public will

accept anything less than an in-depth review or a

candidate's past. In only 15 years the country has

lived through Watergate, a President resigning and

another President who claims he knew nothing or major

covert and illegal operations. rr anything, the public

may demand more review or candidates until confidence

in candidates is restored.

Implications or Generation Differences -- Pre,judice and

Social Reforms

Possibly the most difficult implication to predict

in society is the acceptance of social reforms.

Prejudicial behavior, whether directed against race or

gender, can be covert and, therefore, far more complex

than the generally observable difrerences between

generation prererences for products or candidates for

public office. In addition, while certain inequities

between races/genders can be minimized through

legislation, there is no government body that can rorce

the elimination of prejUdice.
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From the early days of colonial Virginia, racism

against blacks has existed in this country and has

probably become institutionalized. Even though the

people born after the 1964 Civil Rights Act are likely

to have different feelings and expectations about

integration, prejudicial behavior against blacks is

unlikely to diminish for several generations.

Equality for women, however, is much more likely

to be attained in the next generation or two.

In an American Demographics article titled "What the

Baby Boomer Believes", the more highly educated the

individual, the greater his/her support for the

independent role of women. [23]

Conclusion -- Over the next several decades the

diminishing influence of the pre-WWII generation is

likely to result in a change in the American character

away from one that views America as a dominant force

that can accomplish whatever it wants, either

domestically or internationally, to an America that

while still powerful, is economically less dominant and

one that must respond to the wishes of other nations.

The American character and America as a nation will

become more humble in the decades ahead. The period of

transition will be particularly painful for those who

remember America's dominance for the several decades

following WWII.
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The Effect of the Depression -- A Personal Observation

The following example is based on personal

experience and is not meant to be scientifically valid.

For as long as I can remember my father would eat

virtually all the uneaten food at the dinner table no

matter how full he was. After dark he would also turn

on at least one li~ht in almost every room of the

house.

A few years ago I asked him to explain his

seemingly irrational behavior. His response was that

because of the shortage of food during the Depression,

he was always worried about enough food for the next

meal, thus eating as much as he could now in case no

food were available for the next several scheduled

meals.

Lights were turned on throughout the house because

his family could afford only small amounts of

el ectrici ty.

well-being.

The lights apparently represented economic

Remarkably, these habits continued

throughout a relatively affluent working career and

iy",t0 ret irement •

My mother, conversely, had a relatively easy time

during the Depression and exhibits neither habit. [She

turns out the lights.]

My father's habits are apparently not that

uY",usual. I have observed or been told of similar

behavior by enough other people that the reactions seem

to be reasonably widespread.
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